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If you head southwest from Miami and stop just about as far south in the Caribbean as
you can go before running smack into Venezuela, you run into the ABC islands, Aruba,
Bonaire and Curacao. Long a divers Mecca, the ABC islands sparkle like gems in the
blue green Caribbean. Curacao is between Aruba to the west and Bonaire to the east so I
guess technically they should be called the ACB islands but that isn’t nearly as lyrical as
the ABC islands.
Curacao caught my eye out of the three ABC islands due the fact it has a Marriott Resort
and I was looking to go to Bonaire or Curacao to dive. I was utilizing my accumulated
Marriott points so the presence of the Marriott Resort on Curacao clenched it. In advance
via the Internet I was able to arrange for my wife, Susan, and I to take some dive classes.
Susan was looking to take basic scuba diving qualification and I was pursuing the
Advance Open Water diver certification, both were easily arranged through a dive
operation known as “The Dive Bus” which came highly recommended by my fellow
members of the online scuba forum, www.scubaboard.com.
We arrived in Curacao on September 24, 2006 it was clear and breezy and just a touch
humid. However compared to the hot piece of raw liver in your face humidity of Cabo
San Lucas, Mexico where we had spent the same week the year before, it was not bad at
all. We collected our luggage and breezed through customs with no issues. Followed by
our skycap with the two large suitcases containing our dive gear and the other carry-ons
and such we quickly found our way to the rental car area and were soon driving to our
resort.
In Curacao, which is part of the Netherland Antilles, they drive on the same side of the
road as they do in the USA so we didn’t have to acclimate ourselves to “driving on the
other side” it was only a few kilometers from the hotel with the hardest part being
navigating the traffic circles (a round-about) that are the favorite intersections in Curacao.
Our resort turned out as lovely as the pictures on the Internet seemed to indicate and the
facilities looked and felt new. The check-in area and desk were all open-air with a
brightly painted small wooden sailboat that had been created by a local artist as a centerpiece.

The Lobby of the Marriott Resort in Curacao
We cashed in a travelers check at the desk and found we didn’t need to worry about
converting to Guilders, the local currency as the clerk assured us that US dollars would
do just as well.
After loading the luggage into the room, which was ground floor and looked out at both
the pool and ocean, we set out to explore the resort with its huge pool, two hot-tubs,
onsite dive shop, three restaurants and a deli. Oh, did I forget to mention it has a casino as
well? Needless to say, if we were going to get hungry or bored it would be our own fault.
That evening we were treated to our first Curacao sunset and it was breath-taking.

A Typical Curacao Sunset

The hotel provided a cheese and fruit basket and a bottle of very nice champagne for us
to enjoy (we were celebrating our 33rd anniversary as well as coming down to dive.)
We called The Dive Bus (http://www.the-dive-bus.com) and spoke to Mark Pinnell, one
of the owners (the other is his lovely wife Suzy) about what time to be waiting the next
morning, 09:30 sharp was the reply. I would like to say that we got into our formal
evening clothes and went out dining and dancing ending up at the casino where I played
baccarat until dawn winning thousands, but I would be lying…so, tired from our trip we
cuddled up together in the wonderfully comfortable bed and slept like a couple of rocks
until morning.
The next morning we were up and out by 08:30 to get some breakfast at the wonderful
Marriott buffet where you could get all types of fruit, eggs made to order, waffles,
pancakes, just about anything you wanted. After a hearty breakfast we grabbed the dive
bags (well, I did) and we headed down to the dive center to wait on Mark.
At the dive center Mark was already loading the dive tanks into Doris, the dive bus. We
made our introductions and all jumped into Doris for a trip to The Dive Bus’s official
office. As with most outdoor related activities, The Dive Bus’s office was open air, there
we met Suzy who was to be my instructor and she and I began laying out the course of
study for my AOW course. Susan and Mark began the process of getting Susan ready for
her scuba diving qualification as well. Suzy and I decided I would do the digital
photographic, deep, wreck, navigation and night dives for my AOW required dives.
Given my marching orders I settled down to read the appropriate manual sections and to
do the end of chapter review questions. Susan and Mark worked on her five chapters of
Open Water certification at the same time. Most of the first day was spent reviewing the
material for the AOW dives and completing the end of chapter reviews leaving only time
for one dive, the navigation dive.
The Dive Bus is located exactly at the dive site known as PierBaai and adjacent to the
Carpile site. Suzy and I did my navigation specialty dive at the PierBaai site. Since I
spent nearly all of my time looking at my compass for this dive I am afraid that I can’t
tell you much about it, however, later in the week I did my photographic dive there so if
you will be patient I will give you a detailed look. By the time we wrapped up the
navigation dive (about 3pm) it was time to call it a day, we had planned on doing the
night dive but the instructor who would have done it wasn’t available. So Suzy, Susan
and I piled back into Doris for the ride back to the hotel and a well deserved rest.
The next day The Dive Bus was closed so Susan and I slept late and then went into Punda
for a little shopping. From the Marriott you take the shore road until it stops and then turn
left to be right in the heart of town. We parked the rental car in a free lot right by the
harbor inlet and walked around the shopping on the left hand side of the harbor. After
finding a few items there, we crossed the Queen Emma Bridge. The Queen Emma Bridge
is one of the only surviving pontoon bridges of its size in the world and you use it to
reach Punda on the other side of the harbor entrance. The bridge floats open and closed to
allow harbor traffic in and out and is only open to foot traffic.

The Queen Emma Pontoon Bridge to Punda in the Open State
We found many wonderful souvenirs and such in Punda, and I got Susan some ruby
jewelry for our anniversary as jewelry prices were very reasonable there (up to 65% off
list prices.)

Looking at Punda from the Bridge

That evening we ate dinner under the stairs at the beach front restaurant and enjoyed a
quiet evening watching our favorite TV from the bed (did I mention it was comfortable?)
The next morning we had to be back at the dive center at 09:30 again to continue our dive
education so we couldn’t get too wild and crazy.
At breakfast the next day I collected an egg, a lemon and a banana to take with me on my
deep dive to observe the affects of pressure on various items (including me!) Andy, one
of The Dive Bus instructors, picked us up at 09:30 sharp and we were off to The Dive
Bus. Susan continued her open water course of study and I prepared for my photo dive
which would come before the planned deep dive. Andy, one of The Dive Bus’s
instructors sat down with me and went over the details of the digital photography
specialty dive and, after reviewing the knowledge section of the manual, we dove the
PierBaai site with our digital cameras, mine, a Reef Master 310 with external strobe and
his, the Sealife 900.
We saw a large number of fish; from the ever present blue tangs to a stone fish which can
be fairly rare (thank goodness as they are poisonous.) We also saw a juvenile Trunk fish
which looked like a small spotted balloon dancing in the shelter of some coral. The reefs
there in Curacao are very healthy and don’t appear to have the severe bleaching and
storm damage that other Caribbean dive sites have fell prey to in recent years, although I
understand there used to be large stands of elkhorn coral so dense it looked impenetrable
which has suffered.

Some Parrot Fish from My Photo Dive

A picture showing some of the diversity of reef life in Curacao
Suzy and I dove the PierBaai site once again in the afternoon to perform the required
deep certification dive. The day before she had me do some basic math problems and had
timed me, when we reached 90 feet of depth she pulled out her slate and had me do
similar problems, oddly enough I did them better (at least faster) even under the possible
affects of nitrogen narcosis at 90 feet.
Following the “official” part of the dive, we took out the egg and examined it, as
expected, it looked identical to what it did at the surface. Suzy then hand me her dive
knife and I carefully peeled the shell away leaving the white and yoke floating and we
were able to pass it back and forth until it started to drift apart, we watched it as it sank
below us and was ravenously attacked by several fish. I reached a maximum depth of 94
feet on the dive (anything greater than 60 feet is considered a deep dive.)
The next dive, my night dive, nearly got me in trouble, my wife didn’t understand that it
was one of the required dives for my certification and this was the only night The Dive
Bus could do one, and it was also our anniversary night.
The night dive is a particularly fun one to do and you should do one if you haven’t. Many
fish that are skittish during the day will allow you quite close at night and many
creatures, such as the octopus and eel are more active at night than during the day. Andy,
Willem, Edward and I all did the night dive together. We dove from the PierBaai site to
the Carpile site.

On the night dive you can hear shrimp making noises like distant popcorn and the noises
made by your regulator as you breath in and out become more dominant than during a
daytime dive. You travel surrounded in a bubble of light with nothing but the occasional
flash of phosphorescent plankton and the distant air bubbles, looking like a string of pale
ghosts, of the other divers in their luminescent bubbles as a means to see the ocean life
around you.
First we saw a spotted drum dancing in our dive lights, and then, it was the sinuous glide
of a large green eel in the rocks. A curious spotted eel poked his head up to have a look
as we glided noisily by. Lobsters and crabs scuttle out of the light or try to act aggressive
to scare us off. Finally at the end of the dive we see an octopus. Not as large as their
pacific cousins, the Caribbean octopus only measures a couple of feet across and is
usually quite shy and retiring. The first one we stumble upon seemed fascinated by my
strobe and with each picture I took he came closer, finally as he begins to slide like
melted butter underneath me I gently frog kicked away, after all, I wouldn’t want him to
have decided to take up residence in my tank harness.

An Octopus seems as curious about my strobe as I am about him.
A second octopus is more to type and quickly flees under the coral at our approach. We
also saw a pair of Tarpons, one large, about 4-5 feet in length and a smaller one barely 2,
they allowed us to get very close before gliding off into the night. After a quick beer (a
Dive Bus custom after the night dive) Andy drives me back to the resort, Susan had
returned earlier.
Back at the resort I quickly dress for the evening and take Susan to the beach party
outside the room, after explaining about the required nature of the dive she forgives me.

We dine and watch the moon set and listen to the music, all in all a perfect end to a
perfect day. At our room a second bottle of champagne, courtesy of the hotel, is enjoyed
and after celebrating our years together we fall once more asleep in preparation for the
next days dives.
Day four in Curacao finds me preparing to do my wreck dive and Susan doing her final
enclosed water work and an open water dive. As Susan and Mark head off to practice
mask removal and replacement and other skills, Andy and I prepare for the wreck dive.
The Carpile site, while it includes two boats (well, actually a boat and a barge) is not
technically a wreck site, in all actuality it is an underwater junk yard. Several years ago
the island decided to do a cleanup as there were several junked cars and trucks and some
girders, box girders and pipes and scaffolding from a refinery upgrade that needed to be
disposed of. The local dive shops proposed the materials be used to create an artificial
reef structure and so the idea for Carpile was born. The island obtained an old barge and
rented a crane. They made several trips and created the Carpile dive site. After all the
material had been placed, the barge was then sunk to join the rest of the material on the
ocean floor at about 100 to 120 feet of depth.
I of course took my camera along and I took shots as we surveyed the wreckage site.

A side-shot of the barge at Carpile
Some of the wreckage at Carpile has been completely absorbed into the reef structure and
is encased in coral, sponges and other reef life. On this wreck dive we reached a depth of
102 feet.

Life Enclosed I-Beam Girder at Carpile
At the end of the wreck dive we come upon Mark and Susan as they finish the practical
factors for her scuba diver qualification, naturally she was elated as she has been working
on this for a long time.

Susan, happy over qualifying
After a surface interval and a change of tanks Andy and I did a just for fun dive with our
cameras on the dive site west of PierBaai. On the fun dive we spotted 2 stone fish which
obliged us to allow their photos to be taken.

A Stone Fish
On the fun dive we also saw some great tube sponges, again the reef was vibrant with
life.

Some tube sponges and other reef life

We also saw a great French angel and finally found the sea horse that had been reported
as being present but hadn’t been seen but by a select few.

Beautiful French angel

The well hidden sea horse

After the fun dive we met up with Mark and Susan and we finished up the paper work on
our various qualifications and received our preliminary qualification papers.

Susan gets her papers
Finished for the day, Susan and I went back to the resort for some rest and had another
great dinner at the beach front restaurant. The next day Susan and I went back into Punda
to pick up her ruby ring after it was sized and I picked her up a Suunto Mosquito dive
computer. We hustled back to the resort for a 2 pm shore dive and did a dive off of the
Marriott house reef. On this house reef dive I tried out a video camera housing. While the
housing worked fine, the video camera had difficulty staying in focus if moved to rapidly
from one subject to another. We had lots of fun on the dive and saw many different fish
and healthy coral specimens. We dove with Bridgett from the Caribbean Sea Sports dive
shop at the resort.
The next day I did a wreck dive on the Superior Producer. The Superior Producer is a
wrecked freighter that went down in 1978. As she was pulling out of the harbor the
Captain received reports that the ship was taking on significant amounts of water, already
loaded down with crates of liquor and blue jeans, the Captain knew he couldn’t make it
back to safe harbor and didn’t want the ship to sink in the main channel. He drove the
ship west along the coast until it finally foundered and sank in about 110 feet of water not
far from the mouth of the harbor. For the next few weeks anyone with a mask, regulator
and tank (including welding tanks) was salvaging the cargo, I guess blue jeans and liquor
were the gifts of choice that Christmas. In a less humorous vein, the local decompression
chamber also did a booming business. Needless to say, the hold of the Superior Producer
was picked clean when we dove on her.

The stern of the Superior Producer
The current was running east-to-west so we dove from the stern of the ship to the bow
along the port side, then up and over the bow and into the hold.

Into the Hold
We swam towards the stern and then back up and out of the hold. We swam along the
hull against the current and then up and into the wheel house.

Andy leads the way into the wheel house
The wheel house was stripped bare and we exited on the port side topside.

The topside of the Superior Producer
We fought the current back to the beach (if rock and iron stone is a beach) and exited the
water. I nearly got knocked on my can several times while trying to put my neoprene
boots (I use full foot fins and they don’t fit over the boots) in fact without Andy and Mark
to steady me I probably would have ended up quite a bit more beat up than I did get. It
was a great dive. The Superior Producer was a great way to end our Curacao dives.

That night Susan and I dressed up and ate at the Portofino restaurant which was excellent,
we each had the fillet with a little Pinot Noir and then split a Tiramisu desert. Of course
we then had to finish packing and prepare for our flight home the next day.
All in all there are over 60 dive sites along the southern coast of Curacao, on this trip we
were only able to dive 4 of them between us. Needless to say we are looking forward to
going back when all we have to do is dive. Of course there is also the Mt. Christoffal
nature walk with its beautiful natural cave and of course museums and the aquarium.
Susan also wants to come back and attend the dolphin handling classes at the Dolphin
Academe, for that matter so do I!

